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Abstract
Significant progress has been made in recent years in a variety of seemingly unrelated fields such
as sequencing, protein structure prediction, and high-throughput transcriptomics and
metabolomics. At the same time new microscopic models were developed that made it possible to
analyze evolution of genes and genomes from first principles. The results from these efforts
enable, for the first time, a comprehensive insight into the evolution of complex systems and
organisms on all scales – from sequences to organisms and populations. Every newly sequenced
genome uncovers new genes, families, and folds. Where do these new genes come from? How
does gene duplication and subsequent divergence of sequence and structure affect the fitness of
the organism? What role does regulation play in the evolution of proteins and folds? Emerging
synergism between data and modeling provide first robust answers to these questions.
Introduction
Dramatic increase in number of known genome sequences and crystallized proteins lead to
many insights into the global structure of the protein universe such as power-law
distributions on various scales [1–4]. Several phenomenological models were proposed to
explain these observations. These were either graphical models as in the protein domain
universe graph [2,5] or diffusion-like models as in birth death innovation models [6]. While
insightful in their own right, these models should be treated with some caution as they are
often based on strong assumptions. Furthermore, while early models reproduced the overall
shape of gene family distributions, they lacked the detail and specificity to predict the
behavior of specific gene families, as well as their function and evolution in genomes.
Another serious limitation of phenomenological models was in their somewhat abstract
character whereby proteins were treated as nodes of some evolving graph without regard for
their sequence-structure-function relationship.
Lack of appropriate tools and data has, until recently, limited our ability to investigate the
role of protein structure in evolution of organisms in populations. Recently, there has been a
concerted effort to sequence many, closely related species. Such high-density sequencing
allows data-driven investigations into the role of structure in evolution of gene families and
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organisms. On the other hand, ab-initio sequence-based modeling of protein structural
evolution within organismal constraints started to emerge [7–11] providing a conceptual
framework for interpretation of seemingly disparate observations. Such models, in a
dramatic departure from phenomenological approaches [2–4,12] treat sequence-structure
relationship explicitly (albeit often at the expense of significant simplification of the protein
model) by evaluating directly impact of sequence mutations on protein structure and
stability and in some cases also on folding kinetics [13].
The emergence of new data and progress in our understanding of protein biophysics fuelled
a renewed focus into the role of structure in gene family evolution. Through integration of
diverse experimental data and modeling, we can now evaluate the relative impact of
function, structure and other characteristics in constraining protein sequence evolution. A
related area of research has focused on the relationship between regulation and structure.
Moreover, results from high-throughput genomic studies have inspired several models to
investigate the relationship between the structural proteome and organismal fitness on a
population level. Integration of experimental results and theoretical modeling has opened
many new areas of research into the role of structure and folding in evolution of genes,
organisms and populations. These models are becoming increasingly accurate and relevant
to the underlying biology.
Protein evolution through duplication and divergence - data driven
approaches
The decade since the publication of the S. cerevisiae[14] genome saw sequencing of an
additional 17 yeast genomes. Fungi represent a great model system with which to study
evolutionary dynamics due to the diversity in evolutionary distances and phenotypes. One
interesting aspect of the yeast phylogeny is that it exhibits clear evidence of a whole genome
duplication event[15]. Sequencing of K. polysporus, a species that represents the most
distant lineage from S. cerevisiae since the duplication event allowed Wolfe et. al to use
likelihood models to better understand the dynamics of gene loss[16]. They found that while
initially, gene duplicates are lost randomly, that pattern becomes more systematic with time.
Finally, a recent paper from the same authors has outlined intriguing evidence for speciation
through precipitous gene loss [17]. Along with the yeast phylogeny, recent sequencing
efforts have produced high-coverage genomes for 12 Drosophila species [18]. A series of
related papers discuss new insights into evolution of gene families. For example, closely
related Drosophila species seem to maintain lineage specific protein families whose
evolutionary origin is still poorly understood. However, many of these families are involved
in functions important for Drosophila development and survival. For example, Sackton et.
al. showed positive selection acting on drosophila protein families involved in innate
immune response[19]. Finally, Hahn et. al. focused on divergence of families that function
in sexual reproduction of flies and showed that gene family size for these proteins is highly
variable [18]. This, in turn, led the authors to hypothesize that speciation events correlate
with expansions and contractions in many of the Drosophila gene families.
Furthermore, expansion of certain gene families in genomes correlates with multi-
cellularity. Due to co-evolution between structure, and function[20,21], many of these gene
families share a common fold. For example, Chothia and Vogel found that increased
presence of IG-folds and certain zinc fingers whose functions are associated with signaling,
and transcription factor activity correlate with increased organismal complexity [22]. Apart
from duplication and divergence, diversity in sequence and function can also be achieved
through other evolutionary mechanisms such as alternative splicing. In fact, Yanai et. al.
recently provided evidence, on a whole genome level, for an inverse relationship between
alternative splicing (AS) and gene duplication (GD) suggesting that divergence can be
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achieved by either of the two strategies[23]. In a particularly intriguing follow-up study that
draws a relationship between evolutionary mechanism and protein structure, Talavera et. al.
showed that evolution through AS and GD impacts protein folds in different ways.
Specifically, AS results in more drastic changes in fewer parts of the protein as opposed to
the evenly spaced point mutations that appear as a result of GD as measured by both
sequence divergence and 3-dimensional analysis [24]. Finally, analysis of duplication,
divergence and loss of paralogs in yeasts and flies have shown the importance of whole
genome duplication events, chromosomal proximity, function, and regulation in preferential
retention of duplicates [25,26].
With so many variables and biological mechanisms producing and maintaining sequence
variation, determining the primary determinants of protein evolution is challenging. For
example, structural properties of proteins such as designability (number of sequences that
can stably fold into a structure [27,28]) have been tied to mutational plasticity[29].
Designability, in turn can be shown to correlate with gene family size[30] (reviewed in
detail elsewhere). However, the role of designability in constraining evolution of duplicates
and sequence divergence is under debate [31–33]. On the other hand, sequence
neighborhood has been shown to affect evolutionary dynamics not only of proteins[30–34],
but also of small collections of proteins e.g. viruses. Using a brilliantly simple experimental
setup, Burch and Chao recently reported that mutants of φ6 viruses that had many
advantageous mutations available to them consistently evolved towards a higher fitness
maximum as compared to other variants that had mostly deleterious mutations available
[35].
Even before the availability of genome sequences from closely related species, Lynch and
coworkers, in several seminal papers, derived quantitative models of gene duplication and
divergence including estimates of birth and death rates[36,37]. In these papers, the authors
suggest that gene duplication occurs at rates on the order of single site mutations and that
these duplications are sufficient to induce speciation. However, the majority of the duplicate
genes become silenced. Davis and Petrov later showed that genes that had duplicates are
more conserved. However, it was not entirely clear whether genes that were conserved for
other reasons duplicated more often or if conserved genes had lower death rates and higher
retention rates[38]. As a way of reconciling the two scenarios, Shakhnovich and Koonin
showed that while duplication rates were largely independent of the strength of selection on
the duplicates, retention of paralogs was indeed much higher for more conserved genes[34].
In the same paper, the authors show that longer retention of duplicates allows gene families
under strong selection to explore more sequence space and diverge farther. This results in an
interesting dynamic where gene families that evolve slower have farther diverged duplicates.
Co-evolution of Proteins and their Regulation
One of the interesting findings presented by Shakhnovich and Koonin [34] was that paralogs
that were under evolutionary pressure were able to diverge farther not only in protein
sequence but also in their regulatory regions as well. The same patterns were observed in
drosophila as well with a positive correlation between sequence divergence and
expression[39,40]. The question is what drives retention of duplicates: sequence, function or
regulation divergence. Using a clever methodology of comparing post whole-genome
duplication duplicates to their pre-duplication counterparts, Tirosh et. al. found 43 cases of
asymmetric divergence in expression. [41] They interpreted this to mean that for these
paralogs, neofunctionalization occurred via divergence in regulation rather than sequence.
There have now been several experiments that compare expression profiles between
orthologs in different species. One common thread that has emerged is the high evolutionary
divergence of proteins responsible for stress response and promoters that are regulated by
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TATA boxes[42]. The same pattern is observed for variants from replicate mutation
accumulation lines[43]. This is consistent with the observation that TATA boxes increase
the overall level of expression which has been shown to be an important determinant of
protein sequence and structure evolution[44]. While these data together suggest a link
between protein structure and regulatory divergence, there has been little progress in
quantifying the extent of their inter-dependence and co-evolution.
Duplication and divergence of a gene clearly affects the concentration or dosage of that
protein in the cell. Papp et. al. hypothesize that changes in dosage negatively affect protein
complexes and confirm this by noting that few genes from large families participate in
complexes[45]. This line of reasoning does not necessitate causality, but may be transitive
through a shared characteristic of dosage sensitive proteins. A similar scenario is
hypothesized to be the case for the correlation between the number of protein interactions
and evolutionary rate[44,46]. Recently, Lukatsky et. al. developed a theory explaining
increased propensity of similar structures to form complexes[47,48]. Because of this, the
authors note that most protein complexes likely evolved through duplication and divergence.
On the other hand, to avoid problems associated with nonspecific binding, proteins that form
complexes have to differ significantly in their sequence [49]. This, in turn, suggests that to
avoid aggregation, duplicated genes have to diverge in the timing of transcription very
quickly. This view is supported by the observation that duplicated protein complexes
diverge not only in their specificity, but also in regulation [50]. Thus, regulation plays a role
not only in neofunctionalization of duplicates but also in maintenance of protein complexes.
Multiscale models of evolution – from proteins to organisms
Perhaps, the most ubiquitous constraint on gene evolution is the requirement of stability and
reliable folding of encoded proteins. While certainly a minimalistic one, this constraint is
universal (with exception of natively unfolded proteins which are present mostly in
eukaryotes [51]). The importance of folding and stability constraints for sequence evolution
of gene families was first demonstrated when in silico modeling of sequence-selection for
stability was able to reproduce amino acid conservation patterns in many populated fold
families [52–54]. A widely held view is that proteins must have some optimal stability for
optimal functioning [55,56]. A usual argument in support of this view is that observed
stability of real proteins is not very high. This argument stems from the notion that
molecular properties can evolve to achieve highest fitness without confronting opposing
factors. The reasoning goes on to claim that if there were selective advantage in more stable
proteins then evolution would have resulted in emergence of super-stable proteins which is
apparently not what is observed in reality, ergo higher stability confers selective
disadvantage. However there is no experimental support to this view. Indeed Arnold and
coworkers showed that extra stabilization of a protein, cytochrome P450 does not diminish
its activity but makes stabilized proteins more conducive to evolution of new function [57].
In an earlier study, Akanuma and coauthors showed that increase of stability of an enzyme
3-isoprpopylmalate dehydrogenase from B.subtillus actually leads to an increase in its
catalytic activity [58]. Given these empirical observations, the question remains which
factors limit stability of natural proteins? Goldstein[59] suggested that the main factor
opposing excessive stabilization of proteins is sequence entropy: there are much more
sequences of less stable proteins than more stable ones [60–62]. Recent studies from our lab
further highlighted the role of sequence entropy as an important factor determining
evolution of protein stability. In a recent paper [11] we assumed that fitness landscape is
locally flat with respect to protein stability – (de) stabilization does not confer fitness
advantage or disadvantage as long as proteins remain folded. However when essential
proteins lose stability as a result of accumulated mutations they cannot function - conferring
lethal phenotype to the carrier genome.
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There is also a strict limit on how far stabilization can go as there are fewer and fewer
sequences corresponding to proteins of higher stabilities and finally there is a stability cutoff
below which no sequences can be found [62]. Fitness landscape in this model represents a
multidimensional hypercube (the number of dimensions being the number of essential
genes) - see Fig.1. Evolution of protein stability in this model corresponds to diffusion in
such hypercube with adsorbing boundaries at lower stabilities (corresponding to the notion
of lethal phenotype as proteins lose stability). The parameters of the diffusion process can be
derived from average impact of point mutations on protein stability known from numerous
independent protein engineering experiments and collected in ProTherm database [63]. The
analysis of this model predicts the distribution of stabilities of all proteins which is peaked at
moderate value of 5kcal per mole and exponentially decaying at higher stabilities – in
complete quantitative agreement with empirical data.
Further, the model predicts that populations go extinct at mutation rate which exceeds
roughly six mutations per genome per generation. This imposes a “speed limit” on evolution
which can be observed in species without DNA repair mechanisms like RNA viruses [64] or
under influence of mutation inducing drugs [65]. In a related study Zeldovich et al simulated
evolution of multigene organisms using a simple microscopic model of protein folding
under constraints which related the death rate of evolving organisms to stability of their
proteins [10]. The authors find that successful evolution runs which resulted in population
growth were observed in a “Big-Bang” like scenario when structural diversity abruptly
collapsed and few stable sequence-structure combinations were found. This simple model of
protein evolution based on biophysical principles is very successful at explaining evolution
at high mutation rates e.g. pre-biotic or viral, and predicts quick diffusion and divergence of
the protein repertoire.
In line with this view, while viral genomes are a simple system to study evolution and
selection, they are also extremely varied[66] [67]. The variability in viral genomes
represents a significant technical challenge for evolutionary comparative genomics. For
example, the first phylogenetic phage tree revealed that there isn't a single protein –
identified by sequence homology - that is shared among all phages[68]. Moreover, a recent
effort to identify and catalog the protein families in all phages revealed interesting properties
of the phage protein universe. For example, viruses have twice the percentage of ORFans,
and interconnected groups of proteins that divide along phage nucleotide type[69] which
supports a theory of common ancestry for dsDNA phages[70].
One of the key observation from microscopic studies of protein evolution is that structures
evolve much slower than sequences [10,54]. This observation suggests a possible approach
to challenging problem of genomics of organisms with high mutation rates such as RNA
viruses based on the structural repertoire of the proteome. Deeds et. al. [71] and Borne et. al.
[72] developed methods for prokaryotic phylogeny reconstruction based on domain content
in proteomes. In a related paper, Goldstein and coauthors analyzed accuracy and reliability
of phylogenetic reconstruction methods by running a prototypical evolutionary simulation
using off-lattice threading model of proteins under the assumption that fitness depends on
the stability of a protein in a specified target structure [73]. This approach helps to analyze
and troubleshoot standard methods of phylogenetic reconstruction within a set of fully
controlled assumptions. The combination of phylogeny reconstruction based on domain
content and modeling accuracy can be used to reconstruct the tree for fast-evolving
organisms like viruses.
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Conclusions
Recent efforts at high-density sequencing have provided a structured and contextualized
view of the protein structure universe. This data can be used to validate comprehensive
models relating genetics and evolutionary mechanisms to protein structure and function. The
goal is to understand the role of structure in evolution of organisms and populations. Despite
progress in this arena many important questions remain unanswered. For example, the
relative role of structure and function as evolutionary constraints is not well understood,
because the models that take function into account remain rudimentary. Furthermore, we
have only begun to scratch the surface of how constraints on structure and function mediate
the duplication and divergence of genes. Moreover, while some intriguing hypotheses exist,
we do not fully understand how structure and fold co-evolve with regulation. Finally, while
we recently began to model organismal fitness based on biophysical considerations of the
proteome, these models are still in their infancy and are relatively simple. However, with
increasing understanding of the biophysics of protein structure, and additional data from the
sequencing projects, we can hope to shed light on the connections between molecular and
population evolution.
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Figure 1.
Schematic representation of fitness landscape for evolution of protein stability as a
constrained diffusion in a hypercube. Two gene organisms are shown as an example. Two
evolutionary trajectories are shown corresponding to survival of a progenitor and death
through mutational destabilization of an essential protein.
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